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ABSTRACT

A simple model of DNA is considered in which the nucleotides cytosine

(C) and guanine (G) are not assumed to be identical, and in which Macroscopic

thermodynanic quantities aay be calculated exactly. The H bonds between the

C and G nucleotides are assumed to be Morse potentials. We discuss the

statistical Mechanics of the DNA molecule In the configuration (51 ...GGG...31;

3' ...CCC... 5'), which may be copied by RNA polynerase into a messenger RNA

(mRNA) strand (5* ...CCC... 3'). This model suggests that replacements of C

by 5-methylcytosine (5mC) nay be a secondary effect in the inhibition of

genetic expression, not interfering directly with the formation of an open state.

An experimental test Is suggested. The implications of this result are discussed

for a related system, in which the enzyme nethylasa is known to methylate almost

exclusively those Cs that are followed by Gs as a regulatory strategy employed

by some eufcaryotes.
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\. INTRODUCTION.

Recently two studies of nonlinear systems have considered models

of molecular chains in which exact calculations were performed of the

dynamical excitations in terms of equilibrium statistical mechanics( ' ). The

partition Junction was evaluated rigorously in one dimension by means of

the transfer-operator techniques ( ). We believe that these approaches

make it plausible to begin to consider the problems underlying the

statistical mechanics of the control of gene expression at the level of

DNA transcription. Higher levels of regulation of gene expression, such

as mRNA processing, translation, and post-translational mechanisms lie

beyond our present understanding of statistical mechanics-

One aspect of the control of gene expression at the level of
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DNA transcription is the problem of CG ntethylation ( ' ). It has not been

possible to give a definitive answer to this question either from the

point of view of biochemistry or molecular genetics. Hethylation of a

given base in a DNA molecule consists of certain modifications that are

introduced into chromatin by the addition of « methyl ( -CH ) group

at the carbon-5 position of cytosine that Is Immediately followed by

guanine ( CG methylation ). This strategy is observed in vertebrates

and it is observed to yield an inverse proportionality between the

extent of methylation of • given base and its activity in transcription

The main insight provided by studies of DNA sequences rich In

unmethylated dinucleotides CG is that methylation may be a secondary event

following primary inactivatlon by other mechanisms, serving therfore

to imprint inactivity ( ). To sum up, methylation is an impediment

to transcription in vertebrates. On the other hand, the regulatory

strategies for genetic expression in invertebrates may be different:

The nematode Caenorhabditls elegans and the fruit fly Drosophila are

reported to have no 5mCs in their DNA. One possible way to follow up the
a

consequences of methylation is in terms of molecular genetics ( ),
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The purpose of the present work is to present an alternative

approach, namely, we propose to study the problem

of the control of genetic expression in terms of statistical mechanics.

Thus, in Sec. u we review the essential steps In the work of ref. ( )

in order to present, in Sec.Ill a simple DNA model in which we allow

the possibility of having both purine as well as pyrimidlne nucLeotides.

We show In this Section how the partition function is calculated In the

model allowing us to write,in Eqn. ( 3.11 ), an analytic expression for

the free energy, as well as an exact expression for the mean stretching

of the CO bonds. In Sec. IV we show that the Hamiltonlan of the model

admits small amplitude motions. The corresponding dispersion relations

are obtained, and the acoustic and optic branches are shown to lie

within given bounds. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss how the bound on

the optic phonons suggests that In DNA helices where methylac Ion does

occur, it is only a secondary process in the Inhibition of genetic

expression. We conclude with some comments on the possible further

problems that may be envisaged In the statistical mechanics approach to

molecular genetics.

II. THE NONLINEAR MODEL FOR DNA DENATURATION

Recently the process of DNA transcription has been studied
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in the framework of statistical mechanics ( ). The denaturation of

DNA was studied in terms of sollton propagation that might account

for a pulse of local denaturation moving along the helix at some steady

rate.

Nucleotlde pairs linking up the two DNA strands are assumed

to interact by means of hydrogen bonds represented by Morse potentials

V ( x ) given by:
M n

( 2.1 )

In this notation a and D are constants and w denotes the out-of-phase
n

motion of the bases:

(u - v )
n

( 2.2 )

The degrees of freedom u and v correspond to the displacement of
n n

the bases from the equilibrium positions along the direction of the

hydrogen bonds connecting the nucleotlde pairs. If m denotes the

mass of the single nucleotide assumed in this particular model, then

the complete Hamiltonian nay be written as:

PB
( u 2 •

n
[ ( u - u )

n n-J

+ ( v - v
n-1

+ Vu ( u - v
n n •'} ( 2.3 )

where k denotes the interaction strength for the harmonic potentials

that are assumed to represent the stacking interactions; this

contribution to the potential energy arises from a combined effect of

hydrophobie interactions as well as electronic interactions between
9

stacked bases ( ). The various molecular differences

between purines ( G, A ) and pyrimidlnes ( C, T ) are not taken

into account.

By considering the equations of motion for the out-of-phase

displacements w , it has been shown that the enzymatic activity of
n

RNA polymerase ( In bacterial cetls, since in eukaryotes more than one

RNA polymerase is needed ) may be understood in terms of an open state

propagating along the DNA molecule as a sollton uave.

10
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An Important aspect of this DNA model is that the mean stretching

o£ the hydrogen bonds may be studied as a function of temperature. It

is very pleasing that the increments of the mean value of the < y >

parameter as a fuction of temperature is essentially In agreement with

the hyperchromic effect, well known in biochemistry ( ), i.e., un -

stacking of base pairs occurs with rising T ( resulting in increased

ultraviolet absorption ).

Ill- A FUBIHE-PYB1HIDINE MODEL OF DNA

In order to be able to discuss the effects of methyLation on

DNA, we consider the Hamiltonlan for the model to be the following;

k [ (-n
2

k ( v - v
G n n-1

K ( u - u . >
C n n-1

( 3.1 )

In this notation m denotes the C mass, and H the G mass; u and v

n n
denote, respectively, the C and G transversal displacement at s i t e
n of the strands of the DNA molecule. Finally, as in Sec. II, V derates the

M

Horse potential that represents the hydrogen bond between the nucleotide

pairs. This idealized model of the double helix with purines and

pyrimidines is illustrated in Fig. 1.

For a chain consisting of N purines ( G ) on a strand paired

to N pyrimidines on the opposite strand, we are able to write the

classical partition function In terras of the Hamtltonian (3.1 ),

following the work of ref. ( );

ZKE V w ( 3.2 )

where, for a chain oF N sites, we have:
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ZKE " [ ̂ V ( -" < 3.3 )

T J |2sin(n7T/N|
n=l

( 3.4 )

vM ( „ > ]

( 3.5 )

where we have used the notation, j d w • j dWj,,, dw^, and where

Here the variables k and k are respectively the stacking interaction
G G

coupling constants for the nucLeotides Labelled by the subindex ( cf.,

Fig 1 ).

The Z factor of the partition function coincides with the
H 2

Z factor of ref. ( ), provided that k and a of Z are replaced by

k and a l<Jl, respectively, Z has been evaluated in ref. ( ) by

means of the transfer integral operator technique. In the thermo -

dynamic ( large N ) limit, this calculation yields:

( 3.7 )

where E^ denotes the ground state energy of the Schrodinger-Iike

equation associated with the continuum limit of the transfer operator.

In the present case we have:

Ln

a 2/ 8 k.

a ( D I A -

( 3.8 )
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The corresponding eigenfunction Is:

= la* < 2d ) ^ / 1 M

- d < aw + e "a" )]

exp I, ^au -

( 3-9 )

where the d parameter is given by:

C 2kD ) / ak T
B

( 3.10 )

It has been previously remarked ( ) that the condition for the

existence of a discrete eigenvalue spectrum is d \ \t a result which

follows from eqn. ( 3.9 ).

From the above results it follows that the free energy density per

nucleotide pair is given by:

- < • LnZw

V ) Ln[ ( -fi / kflT

- a ( Y )' / 8k

mM D / 2

( 3-11 )

The expression for the free energy illustrates how the

calculation of the partition function in the purine-pyrimidine model

for the DNA macromolecule yields essentially analytic results tor

the macroscopic thermodynamic quantities. This is an important result

of re£. ( ) which is not lost when we allow the bases to differ.

A result which Is particularly interesting for the analysis of

mass or modifications in the coupling constant of the stacking Inter-

actions < k ), is the expression for the mean stretching ( ̂  w > ) of
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the CG bonds. The expression for

pyrimidine model is also given by:

in the present purine-

( w ) w dw ( 3.12 )

Since Qj ( w ) does not depend on mass then the mean value <^ w /

is also Independent of mass. This is a general result for any classical

displacement average in a system with a Hamiltonian which does not

contain terms mixing coordinates with momenta. It, therefore, follows

that methylation effects on / w \ , if any, can only arise on the

average through changes in the stacking interactions coupling constants

V. ( alternatively, the sane applies on the constant k , c C , eqn.

( 3.6 ) ). Methylation effects on the mean value ̂  w ^ , due to

changes in the Morse potential parameters a or D seem unlikely,

since the Morse potential represents the hydrogen bond in a nucleo-

tide pair and is, therefore unlikely to be affected by such an

enzymatic process. In Sec. V we shall return to the relative

contributions of the interaction parameters to the process of

methylation.
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IV. DYNAMICAL EXCITATIONS

The purine-pyrlmidlne model of DNA developed in Sec. Ill by

means of che Hamlltonian ( 3.1 ) admits small amplitude motions

( phonons ). In order to show how to obtain the dynamical excitations

we first restrict our attention to a linearized ( L ) form of the Morse

potential V j

( L )
V
(1

2 2
Da w c <v.

while the total potential energy in the harmonic approximation is given

by:

k C ( u
n V l )

+ 2a2D { u - v ) 2 1
n n

V - V
n n-1

< 4.2 )

Therefore, the equations of motion ate given by:

< u
n u - 2u ) - 2a D ( u - v ) ( 4.3 )

n~l n n n

k- ( v + v - 2v ) + 2a D { u - v ) ( 4.
O n+1 n-1 n n n

These equations may be solved in the usual manner. We find that the

dispersion relations are given by:

CO ( 7T / a ) = 6J 2I 2 + 2 A • J ( k ) 2 / 2 ) 2 +
• o + f o

2 v 2 ~ *- 7 i
* < 2A ) + 2 6 J A Oi ( 4.5 )

o«_ ;where,

V m C 4.6 )

and the u and a parameters are defined respectively as: 2a D / u

and <M - m)(M + m).
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we have used the notation:

1 / 1 / id • W M ( 4.7 )

sin ( qa / 2 )

In eqn. (4.8) q denotes the modulus of the wavevector.

4.8 )

We remark that the acoustic branch is given by the function

( q ) ( O ( 0 ) = 0 >, while the optic branch is given by:

O 2< 0 ) - /A 2 ( 4.9 )

We assume that the strength of the hydrogen bond is significantly higher

than the stacking interactions. This Implies that CO V / ^\
Off + ^ C l . t

Sec. V(i) ). At q = 7T / a, we find the following bonds for the mall

amplitude excitations:

2 ( k /m + k / M }
C G

( 7T / a ) - 4k / m ( (,.jo )
C

4k / H
G

< 7T / a ) S 2 ( V I m * k / M )
\ C G

( 4.1

These results are shown schematically in Fig. 2. We may

conclude Chat the optic branch ( i.e., the stretching modes of the CG

bonds ) lowers itself with increasing m. This tendency is slightly

more enhanced near q = 7T / a. On the other hand, the acoustic

branch lowers itself slightly only near q = 7T / a.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the work in Sees. Ill and IV, we can make several

qualitative remarks that are relevant from the point of view of

biochemistry:

(i) In Fig. 2 the optical and acoustic branches may be seen to be

very flat due to the weak stacking interactions ( k , k ) chat have
C G

been assumed in the model, as compared with the coupling constant D



of che Morse potential ( for a numerical estimate of this variable cf.,

ret. ( 2 ) ).

(ii) As the cytosine mass increases ( for instance, by replacing C

for 5mC ), the optical branch lowers itself ( cf., eqn. ( 4.9 ) ).

(ill) As Che energy of the optical modes decrease ( a phenomenon

corresponding to the stretching modes of the CG bonds), the RNA polymerase

in the case of prokaryotes, and the RNA polytnerases in the case of

eukaryotes, can transfer energy more easily to the double helix, so as

to break the CG bonds locally, thereby contributing towards the creation

of the open state that allows the mRNA precursor to be synthesized.

In spite of the fact that the enzyme methylase cannot induce

methytation on the specific DNA macromolecule that we have considered

in Sec. Ill, it may be nevertheless significant that changes of the

C base for 5mC, which imply an Increment in the value of the mass m,

have been shown ( within the limitations of the model ) not to imply

a significant impediment to the RNA polymerase activity ( cf., cowriem

(iii) above ).

On the other hand, our theoretical work suggests an

experiment that may deserve attention: The expression ( 3.12 ) for

the mean stretching of the CG bonds was shown in ref. ( ) - and

the same result holds for the present purine-pyrlraldine model - to

increase very rapidly in a narrow range around a certain characteristic

temperature corresponding to the melting temperature for denaturation,

Tm ' Therefore, the threshold for energy localization ( the soliton

mode ), and hence che condition favorable for the formation of an

open state, may be reached for values well above the normal T . How -
m

ever, from the above mentioned work, it follows that T is a very

sensitive function of the k-parameter. For steric reasons k ( and

c
In turn k ) may be affected by the methylation process. Thus,
a possible mechanism for understanding methylation as a primary cause

for the inhibition of gene expression can in principle be that

methylation may raise T to values well above homeostasis. This effect,
m

if verified experimentally, could explain why vertebrates display the

inverse proportionality between methylation and normal gene expression-

It should be underlined that in vivo methylation cannot occur

on a strand of G nucleotldes bonded on a strand of C nucleotides. For

methylation to occur it Is necessary that the C bases be followed by

G bases.

Thus, further research seems to be necessary In the study of

the statistical mechanics of the DNA molecule described by the

configuration

( 5' ...CCCG... 3' ; 31 ...GCCC... 51 ) ( 5.1 )

This problem seems particularly relevant since the configuration

( 5.1 ) consists of a sequence which Is base paired to the same

sequence, but in the opposite orientation on the opposite strand of the

DNA macromolecule. This configuration, therefore, allows the

physiologic role played by methylation to be inherited directly by

a templar, ing process ( ).

However, if we assume that the stacking forces in the

configuration ( 5.1 ) do not significantly change with respect to the

configuration discussed in Sec. Ill:

C 51 ...CCG... 31 31 ...CCC... 5' ) ( 5.2 )

since these interactions only involve hydrophobic and coulombic effects,

then we may infer that che main conclusion of this work

may still hold.
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The role played by disorder on the problem of methylatton lies

beyond the scope of the present work, but it does not seem to be beyond

present computational capabilities to Introduce disordered DNA molecules

coding for real proteins as, for instance, the DNA in the configuration:

( 5' ... CGAATGC ... 3' 31 ... GCTTACC ... 5" ) ( 5.3 )

Such molecules could be studied from the same point of view of this

work, so as to enquire what would be the relationship between random

methylation yielding, for instance the configuration:

( 5' ... ( SmC )GAATGC ... 3' ; 3' ... GCTTACC ... 5' ) { 5.4 )

and the inhibition of gene expression.

Finally, it would seem reasonable to extend this work to

include quantitative calculations such as the ones performed by

Prohofsky and coworkers in the transcription of DNA in the context of

13 14
melting of the double helix ( ' ).
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FIGURE CAPTKMS

Figure 1.- An idealized DNA molecule with pairs of unequal nucleotides

( one purine and one pyrimldine ). The open circles denote

cytosine bases, whereas the filled circles denote guanine

bases.

Figure 2.- The phonon dispersion relation for the DNA model described

in Sec. III. The sequence of nucleotide pairs has been

shown in Fig. 1. The ̂  parameters were defined in the

text C cf., eqn. ( 4.6 ) ) . The /\ parameter

satisfies the inequality* /\ + < S 6 0 o
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Fig . l
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